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Abstract

Three VMEbus controlled systolic array processors for high{speed pattern recognition are described. Within 3 s to 20 s ill{de ned straight
and curved lines, and circles are identi ed. The rst processor uses direct
matching of image pixels with a set of programmable masks. It is fully
pipelined and scalable in the image size and the number of masks. Testing
of a prototype begun in autumn 1993. The second processor is based on
a parallel Hough transform that histograms all possible coordinate pairs
(radius of curvature, starting angle). The number of well de ned patterns
is counted using the Euler relation. A prototype of the processor with
1,120 processing elements (PEs) implemented by programmable gate arrays is under test. The full scale system will consist of 26,880 PEs. The
third processor consists of 28,160 PEs assembled on 1 m2 PC boards lled
with 2  CMOS custom VLSI chips containing 88 PEs each. The fully
programmable processor is in operation since spring 1991.
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15 years ago many experiments in nuclear and high energy physics used
the old CAMAC standard for front{end data processing. However this bus
system was too slow and too in exible for new experiments, and due to inherent
limitations not suited for larger set{ups. One alternative system, FASTBUS,
had been designed mostly within the high energy physics community. However
it aimed at solving all problems encountered with CAMAC at once, and was too
expensive for most applications. Moreover industry did not accept FASTBUS,
particularly since it was not well adapted to the 16{ and 32{bit microprocessors
that appeared on the market. Thus the VMEbus was highly welcome and it
was applied to front{end data processing short time after its speci cation.
Today it is the most widely used bus system for such applications. Clearly
the requirements for data processing in high energy physics have raised considerably in the last ten years. Existing accelerators like the Large Electron Positron
Collider (LEP) [1] at CERN, Geneva, Switzerland, produce interactions between
bunches of particles at a rate of, e.g., 5  104/s. The next generation of accelerators like the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [2], planned also for CERN, will
have bunch crossing rates of about 5  107/s. At comparable speed events are
produced, data sets that describe reactions of particles with each other. They
consist of a very large number of coordinates of reaction products (other particles), their energies, energy losses, etc. Large experiments have 105 { 106 data
channels that may be activated in one event. Thus this enormous data stream
has to be reduced in real{time before it can be stored on tape, i.e., interesting
events have to ltered out.
This is done in several steps. Usually a rst level trigger is used that works
on the same time scale as the bunch crossing rate of the accelerator. It identi es
uninteresting events using very simple combinations of parameters. This allows
to reduce the data stream by one or two orders of magnitude. A second level
trigger, which has therefore accordingly more time for processing, usually applies
pattern recognition techniques to reduce the remaining data stream also by such
a factor. Events that also pass the second lter step are usually forwarded to
a third level trigger that consists of a \farm" of microprocessors. This is a
multiprocessor system in which every processor does a rather deep analysis of
a complete event, and the events are distributed over the processors as they
become available. Here often VMEbus based commercial microprocessors are
applied. However the two earlier data processing stages also use often VMEbus,
at least to control special purpose processors for rst and second level triggering.

THE PATTERN RECOGNITION PROBLEMS

At the second trigger level simple patterns have to be recognized within
microseconds. The patterns are recorded by detectors in response to particles
crossing them. Depending on the detector type the patterns may be straight
lines of di erent slope, lines of di erent curvature and di erent starting point
and angle, circles of di erent radius, etc. In the following, three examples are
given.
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The rst one is the simplest in processing complexity. The task is the identi cation of \electron compatible" tracks in the TRD detector [3] of the LHC
collider within 10 s. This problem is solved by a pattern recognition processor,
the Enable Machine [4], as described below. This system has been designed
within the EAST/RD{11 collaboration at CERN and conforms exactly to the
EAST benchmark speci cations [5]. It has been implemented in programmable
gate arrays. Prototype testing started in autumn 1993.
The Enable Machine is designed to nd tracks in the outer parts of the TRD
detector. As a second level trigger system it receives information about regions
of interest from a rst level trigger, in this case calorimeter modules positioned
around the TRD surface. In the considered region the TRD is assembled of
equidistant slices along the beam axis z . Each one consists of radially oriented
\straws", little drift chambers of 4 mm diameter. If hit by a particle a straw
marks a pixel in the (; z ) plane where  is given by the straw number and z by
the slice number. Since the detector operates in a homogeneous magnetic eld
particles have trajectories of nearly constant radius of curvature, i.e., constant
d=dz . In the (; z ) plane such tracks correspond to straight lines of di erent
slope. To identify electron compatible tracks, one has to take into account the
amplitude of the signal generated in a straw. For a rough discrimination two
thresholds are applied to these signals, generating a \total" data set containing
all signals above a low threshold, and a \high" data set containing only signals
above a high threshold (Fig. 1). To solve the pattern recognition task, the best
de ned track in the \total" image has to be identi ed, and the ratio of the
number of hits along this track in both images has to be computed.
The second example relates to a situation in which the pattern recognition
task is more complicated. It is solved by mapping the input image onto a
di erent space in which the essential features can more easily be extracted. The
coordinate transform is executed by a parallel Hough transform processor. A
prototype of such a processor has been developed and is under test since autumn
1992.
The OPAL jet chamber [6] records particle tracks in three dimensions. As
with the TRD, tracks have essentially a constant curvature. Interesting events
contain a certain number of tracks of a maximal curvature. Moreover most
interesting tracks come from the interaction zone in the center of the beam
pipe. Unfortunately a complete 3D track recognition is computationally too
demanding for a trigger system. Yet 2D track recognition in the (r; ) plane is
sucient for triggering. In this plane the interesting tracks are given as circle
segments of an arbitrary starting angle and a minimalradius of curvature. Fig. 2
shows two sectors with a simulated event. The trigger task is to nd and to
count in the (r; ) projection of the detector image all circle segments with a
common vertex point at the origin. A new event is produced every 22 s and
the complete operation has to be nished within this time.
In the third example an even more complicated task has to be solved. Here
the images to be processed are read out from a ring image Cherenkov counter
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Figure 1: Typical images in which straight lines have to be identi ed (top:
\total" data, bottom: \high" data).
[7]. It records individual photons in a cone around the direction of electrons.
The position of the circle's center is determined by the particle direction. The
radius of the circle depends only on the particle type, i.e., the electrons searched
for create circles of a xed diameter. Unfortunately, all circles are determined
only by a statistically uctuating number of photons corresponding to 10 to
20 individual pixels in the image plane. Moreover, these pixels are embedded
in noise (Fig. 3). Even worse, there are di erent physical processes that create
electron pairs. Mostly uninteresting \close" electron pairs are detected that can
be identi ed due to their short distance in the image plane. Interesting events
contain at least one \open" electron pair, i.e., two circles of a minimumdistance.
If such an event is detected, a trigger signal is required to start read{out of the
detector. Since events are recorded at a rate of 50 kHz, the pattern recognition
process has to be nished within 20 s.

STRAIGHTFORWARD SOLUTION OF THE PATTERN
RECOGNITION PROBLEMS

The three pattern recognition problems described can be solved by histogramming. Using this method it is simply counted how many pixels of the
input image are compatible with all possible patterns searched for.
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Figure 2: Typical track distribution in two OPAL sectors.
To nd the best electron compatible track in the TRD detector, two histograms have to be generated, one for the total data set and one for the high
data set. In both histograms one counter is assigned to every possible track.
The straight lines searched for are given by a combination of a certain slope
and o set. The counter contents then represents the probability with which the
respective track is present in the input image.
To identify circular tracks by applying a Hough transform|as appropriate
for the second example problem|requires to use a suitable coordinate mapping.
The OPAL detector consists of 24 sectors which operate independently. Each
track i is de ned by a set of track points (r; )i. Because interesting tracks
come from the origin, each one is determined by its starting angle s and its
radius of curvature rc . To nd well de ned tracks a Hough transform is used.
Such a transform maps the detector coordinates in the (r; ) plane onto new
coordinates in a (1=rc; s) plane where rc is the radius of curvature and s is
the starting angle of a track. Of course a single pixel in the (r; ) may belong
to many tracks, already if only tracks are considered that come from the origin.
Only a set of tracks is xed whose (1=rc; s) coordinates have a simple geometric
relation to the coordinates of that pixel in the detector image. This relation can
be read from Fig. 4 as r2 =rc = sin( ? s). Given the (r; ) coordinates of a
pixel, the Hough transform maps it onto a sine curve of amplitude 2=r and a
phase shift of  ? s in the Hough space. If a second input pixel is transformed
the corresponding sine curves intersect in the Hough plane. The intersection
point marks the (1=rc ; s) coordinates which are compatible with a track that
comes from the origin and goes through both pixels.
Accordingly the Hough plane can be realized as an array of counters that all
are initialized to zero. If a pixel is transformed the corresponding sine curve is
generated and all counters below it are incremented. The transform result for a
5

Figure 3: Typical image generated by a RICH detector. The circles searched
for in the rst processing step are indicated.
complete image then represents directly the probability for the presence of tracks
of parameters (1=rc; s). Clearly it is not possible to handle all input pixels
concurrently. This would require to handle sine curves of all possible amplitudes
and all possible phase shifts at the same time. It is required to do something
sequentially in order to limit the implementation e ort. The corresponding
parameter is suggested by the structure of the detector. The OPAL jet chamber
is a gas detector. Particles passing through it set free electrons along their
trajectories. These electrons drift to detecting wires and are recorded as soon
as they arrive there. Every detector sector has 160 wires that are read out
in parallel. It is therefore natural to handle the  coordinate sequentially and
the r coordinate in parallel, i.e., all pixels of a certain  but all possible r at
the same time t. This simpli es the implementation of the Hough transform
considerably. Now every time step sine curves of all possible amplitudes but
of a single phase shift have to be handled. In addition the sine curves can be
approximated by straight lines since one half{sector of the detector covers only
an angle of 7.5 degree.
The Hough transform result consists of a 2D histogram which contains high
peaks at those positions in the (1=rc; s) plane that correspond to well de ned
tracks. These peaks have to be identi ed and counted for the trigger decision.
To do so a global threshold is set rst in the 2D histogram. Its value corresponds
to the minimum number of hits that are required for a well de ned track. This
operation creates a binary image that contains clusters of adjacent pixels at
these positions. These clusters are counted by applying the Euler relation. This
operation is performed by scanning the binary image with two 22 masks and
counting the frequency H of their occurrences. The di erence directly gives the
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Figure 4: Geometric relation between the coordinates of a pixel in the (r; )
detector plane and the (1=rc; s) Hough plane.
number of objects in the image minus the number of included holes. Here the
pixel clusters are convex. Thus the relation holds
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In the most complicated third example, the pattern recognition process|to
nd the positions of all relatively well de ned circles of a xed diameter and a
minimum distance in the input picture|is executed in several steps. The rst
one is to determine the probability to nd the center of a circle at all possible
positions (x; y) in the input image. This information is obtained by a two{
dimensional correlation of the input picture with a mask picture which consists
of a single circle of the required diameter. The result of this correlation is a
two{dimensional picture whose analog values f (x; y) represent the probability
distribution required. In this distribution, each peak corresponds to one circle
as long as circles do not overlap considerably.
The second step consists in nding the position of peaks having sucient
height, i.e., the position of suciently well de ned circles. This is done by proper
thresholding followed by a thinning operation that yields a single pixel per peak.
The new intermediate picture generated in this way consists of individual pixels
representing the remaining centers of well de ned circles.
In a third step all circle centers of a distance smaller than the required
minimum have to be deleted. To check all mutual distances in parallel, this
intermediate picture is correlated with a circular disk of a radius equal to the
minimum distance. In the two{dimensional correlation result, all pixels (x; y)
with a function value f (x; y) = 1 correspond to \isolated" circle centers which do
not have neighbor pixels within the minimumdistance. By computing the logical
AND of all pixels with an associated function value of 1 and the intermediate
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picture (= the centers of all well de ned circles), all circles are deleted which
are too close together.

IMPLEMENTATION BY SYSTOLIC ARRAYS

The operations described above have to be applied to all pixels of the input
images. Thus massive parallelism should be exploitable to reach the required
speed. This is most easily achieved if the pattern recognition processors are
implemented as systolic arrays. In such an architecture a large number of very
simple identical processing elements (PEs) operate in lock{step on spatially
distributed data. In order to avoid data routing problems the images to be processed are pipelined through the processing array so that only nearest{neighbor
interconnects are required. Both features of a PE, simple structure and local
interconnects, ease greatly an VLSI implementation of systolic processors. The
three pattern recognition problems described above can easily be implemented
by such processors as shown now.
The Enable Machine for the recognition of electron{compatible tracks is
composed of three building blocks, one histogram generation unit for \total" and
\high" data each, and a trigger decision unit (Fig. 5). The histogram generation
units are used to count the number of pixels that may belong to all physically
reasonable particle tracks. The trigger decision unit analyzes the contents of the
histogram channels and does the electron/pion classi cation in programmable
hardware. The Enable Machine has a pipelined architecture. One column of
the two input images each are entered every step and are forwarded through a
number of pipeline stages. Only a small number (10) of di erent slopes are of
interest. In addition about 20  values must be handled. Thus every column
of the Enable Machine handles all tracks of a single slope, i.e., parallel tracks
of all possible o sets. Only one pattern has to be stored in a local memory
and can therefore be chosen arbitrarily. The input image is compared with this
track pattern after the corresponding o set has been added. Where matches
are found counters are incremented, one for every o set. After the last column
of both images have passed the rst column of the two histogramming units,
the rst two histograms are ready.
The histograms are read out to the trigger decision unit that rst has to nd
the maximum of the weighted sum of the two corresponding histogram channels
within this column. This is done by shifting the counter contents sequentially
into a lookup table where the weighted sum is computed. It is compared to
the so{far found maximum which is updated accordingly. This lookup/compare
operation is done in parallel to the ongoing histogram generation for further
columns which produces now two more histograms every step. As soon as the
local maximum in the rst processor column has been found, the corresponding value is forwarded to the following column. Here it can be compared with
the local maximum that has been computed exactly when the forwarded value
arrives. Eventually the global maximum has been found and the two counter
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contents corresponding to this track are asserted onto a look{up table. The
ratio of (number of \high" pixels)/(number of \total" pixels), used for electron identi cation/pion rejection, is read out and compared to a programmed
threshold.
A prototype of the Enable Machine has been implemented in eld programmable gate arrays. This implementation has been chosen since it provides
high exibility and reduces substantially the development time. The prototype
serves as a test and evaluation board. One column of the histogramming unit
has been mapped into a single Xilinx 3190 chip operating at a clock cycle frequency of 40 MHz. The architecture of the Enable Machine allows easily to
adjust several critical parameters. It is possible to change the trigger algorithm
by reprogramming the Xilinx chips. In addition the tracks searched for as well
as the threshold of the electron/pion ratio are speci ed by freely programmable
look{up tables. Exploiting these features it is also possible to search for speci c
patterns along tracks or for nonlinear tracks if this should be required. The
contents of the look{up tables as well as the Xilinx contents, i.e., the architecture of the Enable Machine, can be programmed from a host workstation via
a VME interface. The con guration program for the Xilinx chips, e.g., can be
downloaded in a few milliseconds.
The performance of the Enable Machine is essentially limited by the speed
of the input data ow. With a worst case clock frequency of 40 MHz the trigger
decision time is 6.5 s and the latency 7.0 s.
The Enable machine uses direct template matching. This approach is suggested by the simple patterns searched for|straight lines of di erent slope and
o set. The same technique cannot be applied easily in a situation where a pattern may consist of pixels in the whole image plane, as it is the case with the
circular tracks of our second example. Thus a di erent implementation has been
chosen here.
This technique requires three steps, preprocessing of the detector data for
adaption to the systolic architecture, the Parallel Hough Transform itself, and
postprocessing to count the number of well de ned peaks in the transform result.
The block diagram of the corresponding processor is shown in Fig. 6. In the
rst stage a preprocessing unit is assigned to every detector wire. The signals
are digitized and analyzed by a hit detector that determines the drift times
ti from the signal distributions. They are converted by table lookup to the
corresponding values i. These values i are converted into a time{ordered bit
stream which is entered into the Hough Transform processor.
The Hough transform corresponds to the mapping described above. For every input pixel it is required to increment all counters in the Hough plane which
are covered by a certain straight line. The essential operation is to generate
for each ri the corresponding mask in the (1=rc; s) plane shifted by a phase
angle that increases linearly with time. Now instead of shifting the mask synchronously with  over the counter plane it is more appropriate to shift the
contents of the counters synchronously with  column by column in the oppo9

site direction. In this case the mask can be held xed. After all  are handled
sequentially the Hough transform has been computed.
All lines are generated by incremental moves of tokens in upward and sideward direction. Fig. 7 demonstrates the line generation process for one line with
a slope of 45 degrees. Sideward moves are restricted to one step because the
contents of the counter array are shifted systolically only one column at a time.
Therefore all slopes are realized by the appropriate choice of upward moves. In
order to generate slopes greater than 45 degrees several counters are activated
simultaneously. For slopes less than 45 degrees delays are introduced in the
vertical shift registers.
The Hough processor is therefore divided into two building blocks. The rst
one is an array of counter elements, the second part an activation matrix for the
counters. The parallel count{enable lines of each column are connected to an
activation unit for each column. Each activation unit creates the right activation
pattern for one line. The serial bit stream is transformed into the successive
activation of counters with a xed arrangement of delay elements and a xed
mapping of activation lines in every stage. Since the Euler operation is fully local
it can again easily be computed in parallel by a systolic processor. The binary
image that was created by thresholding is shifted into the Euler processor one
column every time step in parallel. The processor consists of pattern matching
units for both 22 masks. Subsequently an accumulator sums up the number
of their occurrences and the di erence is computed. It represents the number
of tracks which is taken as the trigger criterion.
As with the Enable machine all processing stages (activation units, adders,
comparators, Euler processor, integrators, subtracters) have been realized with
Xilinx eld programmable gate arrays [8]. The prototype (for one detector
sector) consists of 21 devices in total. It operates at a clock rate of 40 MHz.
The ow patterns of the distributed serial shift registers are the program of
the systolic array. Since all other parts are uniform and static components
which never have to be rede ned this ow programming has been automated.
The control ow pattern extracted from the simulation is directly converted to
logic equations, the Xilinx programming cycle is initiated, and the resulting bit
stream down{loaded to the Xilinx chips. The threshold used by the comparators
is reprogrammable in a similar manner.
The circular tracks of our second example could be identi ed easily using a
Hough transform since they all come from the same origin. In our last example
the situation is more dicult since the rings created by Cherenkov light can be
located anywhere in the image. Also additional processing steps like checking of
mutual distances are required here. Therefore a correlation technique has been
used to slove these tasks.
The RICH trigger processor that nds open circle pairs consists essentially of
two parts (Fig. 8), a systolic processor array that operates on image pixels, and
a sequencer that stores the microprogram and controls the processor array [9].
Additionally there are two memories to store input and output data. They are
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necessary for testing the processor array independently of the read{out system.
The systolic processor array consists of 176160, i.e., 28,160 PEs, one per pixel.
As the PEs operate in parallel, identical control signals are asserted onto each
of them. This processor array is assembled of 2220 VLSI chips where each
one contains 88 PEs. These application speci c integrated circuits (ASICs)
have been designed in 2  CMOS standard cell technology. They are assembled
on four boards of 1110 chips each. In contrast to the Enable machine and
the Hough processor which have a one{dimensional interconnection structure,
the PEs are here arranged as a grid with connections from/to the next four
neighbors. Topologically the PEs are interconnected as a cylinder to allow
shifting of the stored image along one axis without boundary problems. Thus it
is possible to read out the processor array without loosing data by shifting the
image once around the cylinder. Each PE (Fig. 9) contains a pixel ip{ op that
stores one of the pixels of the image to be processed. These ip{ ops are rst
loaded with the detector image. During processing, the contents of the pixel
ip{ ops are modi ed to represent intermediate images or the result image. In
addition each PE contains a mask ip{ op to store a mask image and a 6{bit
counter to determine the correlation results. The operation of the counter is
controlled by four \counter enable select" signals and by the contents of the
pixel ip{ op.
At each clock cycle, the current state of each data input or internal information can be selected via a data multiplexer and loaded into the pixel ip{ op or
the mask ip{ op. If the output of the pixel ip{ op is selected as the internal
input, the current image is held without processing. By selecting the logical
AND or OR of the output of the pixel ip{ op and the counter comparison output, simple image procession operations can be executed. The 8 possible inputs
are selected by a 3{bit function code that switches the input data multiplexer.
The mask ip{ op can be loaded in parallel to the pixel ip{ op if the \mask
load" control signal is active, else the mask is held without modi cation. A
\mask enable" control signal is used to clear all pixel ip{ ops where a mask
bit is set. This is used to mask out unwanted areas of the detector image. The
discriminator receives data from the read{out system of the detector. These
data arrive at a frequency of 40 MHz. They determine the x; y{position of
a pixel in the detector. The x; y{data of pixels which ful ll certain threshold
conditions are transferred to the trigger processor. They are used to address
one speci c PE of the array. As the x; y{data come sequentially from the readout system, pixels are set individually in the array by asserting this pair of
set signals. Alternatively data can be loaded from the input memory also at a
frequency of 40 MHz. It can be accessed from the VME bus.
During the processing phase the trigger processor is controlled by a sequencer
that asserts 11 identical control signals onto all VLSI chips. It consists of a
memory that contains the microprogram and an address counter which is incremented by the system clock. The microprogram memory is also connected
to the VME bus and can be down{loaded from there. The start and the end
11

address of the microprogram is selected by programmable registers, so that it
is possible to store several programs. Eventually it has to be checked whether
the trigger condition (two isolated rings) is ful lled. Therefore the remaining
centers found in the processor array are counted by a pseudo adder. This is
done by reading out the trigger processor column by column. At each step the
pseudo adder sums up one complete column. It is implemented as two levels of look{up tables that compress one column of the 176160 array into two
bits indicating whether the column contains no pixel, one pixel, or more than
one. If one pixel has been found a 1 bit counter is incremented, whose carry
activates the trigger. If more than one pixel has been found the trigger signal
is output immediately. For the whole trigger process 543 sequencer steps, i.e.
543 clock cycles, are necessary. With a frequency of 30 MHz the trigger decision
is computed in 18.1 s.
Because of the high number of PEs required a chip has been designed in 2 
CMOS standard cell technology. A single PE occupies about 0.6 mm2 silicon
area including the routing space. In addition each chip has 61 I/O pads and
27 power and ground pads. Thus the total silicon area required for an array of
88 PEs is about 50 mm2. This tted well to the largest chip available to us that
provided 77 mm2. The number of pins required for data and control signals and
for power and ground tted also well the packages available which had 88 pins.
The chip dimension is 3.33.3 cm2, so that four printed circuit boards of size
4040 cm2 were be needed to set up the whole processor. Distributing the
processor array over multiple boards was no problem because only point{to{
point links and common signals were required. The systolic processor described
above is a very powerful device. In our application 28,160 PEs are used in
parallel. At its operation frequency of 30 MHz this setup represents a computing
power of 844,800 million operations/s. One operation is typically a parallel
shift{and{increment or a low{level image operation (AND, OR, etc.).
All processing steps can be programmed freely. Therefore it is possible
to search, e.g., for rings with other diameters. Even the exact form of the
object searched for can be chosen arbitrarily. Also the neighborhood for the
peak detection can be programmed as needed as well as the minimum distance
between valid objects and the minimum and maximum peak heights. The size
of the processor array can be adjusted by adding or removing individual boards
or chips. The trigger processor for the CERES experiment is in operation at
CERN since May 1991.
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CONCLUSIONS
The three systolic processors presented solve di erent pattern recognition
tasks in binary images at a very high speed. It should rst be noted that the
development of large{scale systems of this type is less demanding than expected.
The reason is the regular structure of these processors. The PEs are simple
and can relatively easily be developed using CAD tools. The nearest{neighbor
interconnection structure can also easily and eciently be implemented in programmable gate arrays or in application speci c integrated circuits. As an example, the third system described|the RICH trigger processor with 28,160 PEs|
has completely been designed, built, and tested by to diploma students without
any previous experience in computer design.
The pattern recognition tasks presented range from the recognition of straight
lines to relatively complicated thresholding operations that have to be freely user
programmable. However they could all be implemented on systolic architectures
that use only very simple operations on nearest{neighbor connected PEs. These
operations are increment or decrement of counters, and shifting of data in the
spatial or time domain (shifting in the time domain corresponds to the delay of
data or the forwarding over a number of data). So the question arises whether a
uni ed architecture exists on which all three processors could be implemented.
Such an architecture is under consideration and we believe that it could be used
to implement the processors described above eciently. A step towards such a
general purpose processor of programmable architecture is the DecPeRLe machine [10], essentially a 2D eld of programmable gate arrays surrounded by
memories.
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Figure 5: Structure of the Enable Machine.
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Figure 6: Block diagram of the Parallel Hough Transform Processor.

Figure 7: Line generation by appropriate control token ow.
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Figure 8: Block diagram of the RICH trigger processor.
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Figure 9: Structure of a processing element.
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